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A cloud based database is always accessible and

cannot be lost

No more software. Borealis is browser-based and accessible from anywhere.

No need to update software or run a backup ever again.

Access multiple locations without the need for VPNs or complicated networking.

Allow multiple operators to log in and make changes at the same time.

No more software licenses.

Put an end to disruptions caused by server or computer problems.

Keep your data secure and backed up with a guaranteed 'up' time of 99.99%

Eliminate expensive servers and the restraints of a virtual machine.

Increase business efficiency and flexibility with a completely modular solution.

New features can be added without any additional installation or downtime.

Make changes or view events in an emergency without being physically present.

Automatic updates mean you always have the latest version of your software.

Key Considerations
Would you benefit from converting?

The best bits:

In most cases, you can reuse your existing readers and credentials too



 

Step 1
Create your Borealis account
Create an account to manage your Borealis system via your

browser.

 

 

Step 2
Use the conversion tool
Select the Doors.NET database you want to transfer and let

the conversion tool do the hard work.

 

 

Step 3
Log into Borealis
Your access control system has been converted. You can

now log into your new cloud solution.

 

Worried about converting?
Our conversion tool makes the transition easy

It really is that easy

Upgrade paths are also available for Doors32 and PXL installations. Please contact your 

sales representative for more information.



Should you choose
the cloud?
Benefits and reasons to consider a
cloud solution

By moving your access control solution to the cloud, you no

longer have to worry about servers and dedicated

computers. While they are not a bad option, you will always

run the risk of hardware failure, or worse, data loss in the

case of a catastrophic event such as a fire. In these

circumstances, you may need to replace the server and

convert your system, or rebuild your system completely,

which would cost you hours of time and money.

Cloud solutions save you money by reducing overheads on

hardware and server rentals, IT personnel, server

maintenance or updates, and staff training.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

Borealis has been designed with facility owners and

managers in mind, offering very simple scalability; you can

add a single reader or expand multiple doors at once.

With Borealis you will not need to worry about full hard drives

or backup storage. For peace of mind, your data is stored on

a flexible cloud solution that can scale up and down with your

system size.

SCALE ECONOMICALLY

Doors.NET to Borealis conversion is free of charge, Borealis

itself is a subscription-based service.



Data loss is not an option. Besides being extremely

frustrating, losing data can also be very costly to your

business in terms of time, repairs, and it also defeats the

purpose of your access control system. Proactive security

assists with unsanctioned residents or occupants, prevents

re-keying, and identifies problematic employees, as well as

providing general business assistance.

Borealis stores your data on ultra secure Amazon Web

Servers, which boast 99.99% 'up' time. This means that your

data is always secure and readily available when you need it.

No need for backups. No need for software updates. Just

more control.

DISASTER RECOVERY

Borealis allows you to connect to and monitor your access
control system from anywhere in the world with internet-

connectivity. It has been designed with device-friendliness in

mind and the user interface is completely responsive. With

the ability to scale to your device, whether it's a mobile,

tablet, or PC, Borealis optimizes itself to present the best

user experience for your device. This makes it the most

convenient and user-friendly access control solution

available.

EASY TO USE

Should you choose
the cloud?
Benefits and reasons to consider a
cloud solution

Absolute peace of mind



Cloud Hosted
 Storage

Access From
Anywhere

Connect your security installations to the cloud.

Simplify access control connectivity, deliver

global accessibility, scalability, and convenience

without the need for a dedicated server or client

machine. 

BOREALIS

Borealis is compatible with Keri NXT family hardware, which

means there's no need to learn anything new. Using a cloud

based solution means no manual software or operating

system updates and no fear of hardware failure or

expensive data-loss.

A CLOUD SOLUTION WE
KNOW YOU WILL LOVE

Our Aetheros platform uses Amazon Web Services (AWS)

for fast and secure performance delivering global

accessibility, scalability, and convenience to backup your

databases.

ULTRA SECURE STORAGE

EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO USE
MAKE LIFE EASY!



Borealis has been designed for precise scalability across

multiple device types, allowing you to access your Borealis

configuration via a web browser on your mobile device,

tablet, or PC. The design is minimalistic to ensure that all

aspects of the UI can be accessed easily on mobile

devices.

DESIGNED FOR
RESPONSIVENESS

When using an access control solution on the go, you

shouldn't have to deal with complicated menus and difficult

navigation. Borealis eliminates these frustrations with a

streamlined and intuitive user experience, wherever you are

and on whatever device you use.

DON'T OVERCOMPLICATE

WORRY FREE
ACCESS 
CONTROL
Borealis is a cloud-based solution,

managed from a web browser,

therefore you can log in and

manage your access control

solution with ease from anywhere

with internet connectivity.



Benefit from continual system

improvements and automatic

software updates.

IT’S EFFICIENT 
The database is in the cloud and so it can
never be lost. Even if the hub has a
catastrophic failure, the database will
not require recreation.

Not every cloud
brings rain

Connect your security installation to the cloud.

Simplify access control connectivity. Harness

the power of scalability and convenience without 

the need for a dedicated server or client machine.

WHY UPGRADE?

Seamless transfer of your 

Doors.NET database. Our conversion tool

will transfer your existing configuration.

IT'S EASY 

Move away from
software & servers

Borealis only requires a hub and an
internet connection. As it is a browser-
based management suite, there is no
software to install on your computer.

Use existing 
equipment

With Borealis you can continue using all
existing access control NXT hardware
(controllers, readers, etc) and credentials.

A more secure
experience

Upgrade path from Doors.NET to Borealis



Contact us

Protect what matters most 
with help from local Keri Systems security experts.

Because we operate globally, we are always available 
to help, regardless of your location.

 
+800-260-5265 - sales@kerisys.com


